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Elevator banks in large buildings are now controlled by sophisticated software that determines the most 

efficient way to deploy elevators to people who want to use them. Send the elevator on the fourth floor to 

p;ick up a passenger on the 12th floor and then send the elevator on the 15th floor down to the first floor to 

dro;p off a passenger and pick up three more heading up… 

 

I have often thought that a shul with multiple Torah scrolls could use a similar software system to tell us 

which Torah scroll to roll from Exodus To Deuteronomy for the end of Pesach, keeping a second Torah in 

Exodus to use for the upcoming fast days while reserving one Torah scroll on the weekly Torah portion. 

 

This is all to say that there are many Torah scrolls in our shul rolled to the same place right now. Our newest 

Torah which we are using for the weekly Torah portion, has caught up to the Torah scrolls that we maintain 

in Parashat Pinchas because that is where the Torah reading for Rosh Hodesh is located and that is where the 

Maftir reading for all of the yamim tovim is located because this is where the Torah shares all of the korbanot 

that were offered in the Temple on the various days of the year, the korban ha-tamid, the daily  offerings, and 

the special korbanot for Shabbat, Rosh Hodesh, and Yom Tov. If you have been in shul on Shabbat or on 

Rosh Hodesh or on Yom Tov you have heard parts of Parashat Pinchas read in the Maftir and you have then 

recited those verses in the Mussaf amidah. 

 

But this year I’ve thought about the korbanot of the holidays even more recently. Sukkot, famously, is 

marked by a different and unique set of korbanot for each day of the holiday. And  many scholars through 

the centuries have offered their interpretations of the significance of the precise configuration of animals 

brought as korbanot on Sukkot. Whenever there are multiple theories for something in the Torah, with new 

ideas being offered in modern times, it is especially exciting. Not everything was discovered by Rashi, Ibn 

Ezra, and Ramban. There are still mysteries of the Torah waiting for us to discover. 

 

But the ancient rabbis did notice that over the course of Sukkot there are seventy bulls that are  brought 

which, they discovered, correspond to the seventy paradigmatic  nations mentioned in the Torah. Sukkot, 

therefore was understood to be a universal holiday. And, the haftarah that we read on Sukkot speaks about all 

humanity coming to Yerushalayim to celebrate Sukkot, something that is said about no other holiday. 

 

This is strange because Sukkot is also מצרים ליציאת זכר , in commemoration of the exodus from Egypt. 

And Sukkot is האסיף חג  the harvest festival marking the harvest in Eretz Yisrael.  

 

How can a holiday that commemorates Jewish history and that commemorates the harvest in Eretz Yisrael 

also be a holiday  of universal significance?  

 

Over a period of several weeks in the spring, a group of us gathered on Shabbat afternoon to learn and 

discuss a sermon delivered by Rav Shagar, on Sukkot, that explored these contradictions. 
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Rav Shagar - whose full name was Shimon Gershon Rosenberg - was an innovative thinker and educator who 

was not well known prior to his untimely death in 2007. When Sara and I lived on the southern outskirts of 

Efrat in 2004, Rav Shagar’s tiny yeshiva was located on the northern outskirts of Efrat. I never met him and I 

don’t think I heard his name that entire year when I was studying only a few miles away  from him. But since 

his death, dozens of books of his writings have been published, several have been translated into English, and 

those of you who have learned with me over the past six months know how important I have found many of 

his ideas to my own understanding of the world and my place in the world. 

 

Rav Shagar embraces the contradictions at the heart of Sukkot and says they exemplify what it means to be a 

Jew. We celebrate the harvest in Eretz Yisrael by leaving our homes, living in sukkot,  and recreating what it is 

like to be in exile. We commemorate Jewish history, with a holiday that represents all human beings and 

includes them in our worship. We invest in our own land and our own history and our own identity at the 

same time as we facilitate every nation worshipping God. 

 

Rav Shagar then expands this contradiction and claims it is at the heart of what it means to be a Jew. Our 

national identity is rooted on being oppressed as refugees in Egypt and so even when at home we preserve 

the memory of exile. We are, in the words of Maharal centuries ago, a people relevant to every corner of the 

Earth where we bring God’s message, and also a people with our own specific and unique identity. 

 

And, Rav Shagar suggests that post-modernism is a way forward through the contradictions of contemporary 

Jewish life that are trapping so many of our Jewish brothers and sisters in intellectual and spiritual dead-ends. 

 

The Enlightenment burst onto the stage of European history arguing that all men are created equal and all 

men are born free. We all share the same capacity for rational thought and if only we can free ourselves from 

prejudice and superstition, that Enlightenment rationality will sweep away any competitive allegiance. Infused 

with this faith in Enlightenment rationality, Europeans, and their American cousins went on a bloodthirsty 

rampage to convince the world that all men are created equal and that all men are born free, and we will kill if 

we have to in order to help people understand how enlightened rational thought is universal and shared by 

every person. 

 

Jews are, in Rav Shagar’s language, the puzzle piece that doesn’t fit into the puzzle. We insist on being 

different. We insist on eating differently and praying differently and dressing differently and thinking 

differently. And by being different and by cultivating our differences, we show every other human being that 

they can be different too. 

 

This is the contribution of Jewish identity to humanity. We are the puzzle piece that won’t fit into the puzzle. 

But if there is one piece that can’t fit, the puzzle isn’t really a flawless image. The more different we are. The 

more we cultivate our own identity and invest in our own values, the more we make room for others to free 

themselves from the hegemony of whatever culture and worldview may be dominant.  

 

So many Jews seem trapped by  a false dichotomy between Jewish solidarity and a humane love for every 

human being. It’s a false choice. The seventy nations are represented at the Beit HaMikdash and Jews being 

Jewish can free humanity to be humane. 


